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We first establish sufficient conditions on the coefficients of the Ishikawa iteration 
process to guarantee that, if the Ishikawa iterates of a continuous selfmap T, of the 
unit interval, converge, then they converge to a fixed point of T. Second we obtain 
sufficient conditions to guarantee that the iterations converge. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let J denote the closed unit interval, T a selfmap of J. The Ishikawa 
iterates of T are defined by (see [2]) 
u,+1=(1-an)u,+cr,TC(l-Bn)u,+BnT~nl, n 20, (1) 
were u0 E J and {a,}, { 8,) satisfy the conditions (a) 0 < a, d b, d 1 for all 
n, (b) lim /In = 0, and (c) C an/In = co. 
The Mann iteration process is the special case of the Ishiwaka iteration 
process for which p, = 0 for all n. Mann [3] showed that, if a continuous 
selfmap T has a unique fixed point in J, then the Mann iteration scheme 
converges to that fixed point. Franks and Marzec [ 1 ] removed the require- 
ment that T have a unique fixed point. The second author [S] extended 
this result to Ishikawa processes with (cln}, {/In} satisfying the conditions 
O<a,,fin<l foralln,lima,=lim~,=0,and~a,=oo. 
In the second part of this paper we show that the condition lim a, = 0 
can be removed. However, we begin by determining a number of sufficient 
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conditions that will guarantee that, if the Ishikawa process converges, it 
converges to a fixed point of T. 
For convenience we shall rewrite (1) in the form 
u,+~=(~--C~,)U,+~,TY,,Y,=(~-B,)~,+B,T~,, n 2 0. (2) 
We can express (2) in the form u= Au, y = Bw, where u= {u,}, 
u= {uO, Ty,, Ty, ,... }, y= {y,}, w= {u,, TuO,ul, Tu, ,... }. and A and B 
are lower triangular matrices with nonzero entries 
n-1 
%o- - 1, unn=CI,, n>O, a,,= p. (1 -cQ), 
n-1 
ank= Olkpl ivk (l-akh O<k<n, b,,2,,= 1 -B,, bn,2n+l=P,. 
An infinite matrix is called regular if it is limit-preserving over the space of 
convergent sequences. It is easy to verify that A and B are regular. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a continuous elfmap of J such that the Zshikawa 
iterates {u,} converge. 
(a) Zf lim inf CI, > 0 and lim inf /I, = 0, then {u,} converges to a fixed 
point of T. 
(b) Zf A is regular and lim inf j?, = 1, then {u, } converges to a fixed 
point of T2. 
Proof of (a). Let z = lim u,. Then there exists a subsequence {nk} of 
{n} with limk b,, = 0. Then y,, = (1 - /?,Junt + /Pk Tu,,, or y,, - u,~ = 
/I,( Tu,, - u,,). Thus liml y,, - u,~/ < 28,,,, which implies that limk y,, = z. 
Since u,~ + L - unk = an& Ty,, - u,J, lim inf c1,1 Tz - z[ < 0, which implies that 
Tz = z. 
Proof of(b). Since lim sup b, < 1 = lim inf /I,,, lim jI, = 1. Thus y, + Tz. 
The continuity of T implies that Tyn -+ T2z. Since u, + z, and A is regular, 
it follows that z = T2z. 
The following example, due to Reinermann [4], shows that the conclu- 
sion of Theorem 1 need not hold in an arbitrary Banach space if 
lim inf ~1, > 0 and 0 < lim inf /I, < 1. Let E denote the space of continuous 
functions u(t) defined on J with the properties that each u(t) satisfies 
u(O) =O, u(l) = 1, 0 <u(t) < 1, u. := uo(t) = 1, f(u)[t] := tu(t). Using (2) 
with LX,, =213, /I,, = l/2, it can be shown that 
uo( 1 + t + t2y 
U” = uo( 1 + t)( 1 + t + P)n 
3” ’ Yn= 2.3” ’ 
Therefore, for each t, {u,} converges, but f has no fixed points. 
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The following example illustrates that one cannot, in general, improve 
on (b). 
Define CQ,= 1, c1,= l/2, n>O, p,= 1, TX= 1 -xx. Then y,=(l-p,)u,+ 
B,, Tu, = Tu,, and U, + i = (1 - a,)~, + a, T’u, = a,, since T* = I. Therefore, 
if u. # l/2, {u,} never converges to a fixed point of T, but converges to a 
fixed point of T2. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a continuous elfmap of J and {a,}, {/I?,,} satisfy 
the conditions : 
(i) 0 < fx,, b, < 1 for all n, 
(ii) lim B, = 0, 
(iii) C tl, = cc. 
Then (1) converges to a fixed point of T. 
Proof: We shall first show that the sequence {u,} defined by (1) or (2) 
converges. 
Suppose that there exists an integer k such that Txk = xk. Then, from (2) 
we have yk = uk and this yields uk + i = uk. Hence, by induction it follows 
that u, = uk for all n > k. Therefore the sequence converges to uk. 
Suppose that TX, fx, for all n. Since {u,} c J, the sequence has at least 
one limit point in J. Define t1 = lim inf, u, and t2 = lim sup,, u,. Then 
51 G r2. 
Suppose that t1 -C c2. We shall first show that t1 G Ttl and that 
Tc2 < <,. These inequalities are clearly true when <i = 0 and c2 = 1. For 
c2 < 1 the proof will be by contradiction. If l2 < TC2, since T is continuous 
at t2, there exists a 6>0 such that u<Tu for all UE(~,--I& t2+6). We 
can choose 6 to also satisfy 6 < r2 - 5,. But condition (ii) implies that 
lim sup, u, = t2 = lim sup,, y,. Hence the properties of lim sup imply that, 
for such a 6 > 0 there exists an n, such that 
ust,+b and y,c[,+6 for all n>n,. (3) 
Since there exists a subsequence (unk} of (un} converging to r2, such an 
n, can also be chosen so that unke (12 - 6, t2 + 6) for all k 2 k. and 
nk,, > n,. Therefore, if we set A = {n: n > n, and u, E (r2 - 6, l2 + s)}, then 
A is nonempty. 
We shall now show that A is equivalent to N. Let n be any element 
of A. Then u, < Tu,, which implies that u, < yn. From (3) we can then 
conclude that y,~ (t2 - 6, lz + 8). We now have U, d y, < Tyn and, 
from (21, u,+ 1 - u,=cl,(Tyn-u,)>O; i.e., u,<u,+i. Since n+ 1 >nan,, 
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(3) implies that ~2-6<u,6u,+,<<2+6 and hence that u,+~E 
(c2 -6, <, + 6). This shows that 12 + 1 belongs to A, and hence A is 
equivalent to N by induction. Thus u, E (<, - 6, t2 + 6) for all n > no. Since 
6 also satisfies 6 < t2 - <i, i.e., <i -C t2 - 6, it then follows that <, is not a 
limit point of (u,}, a contradiction. Thus T12 < 12. A similar argument for 
the case 0 < rl and Tr, < 5 I leads to the conclusion that t I 6 Tel. 
We shall now show that each point u E (<i, r2) is a fixed point of T. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a u+ E (cl, r2) such that 
u+ < Tu+. Since T is continuous at u+, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
u<Tu for all UE(U+ - 6, U+ + 6) where 6 is also chosen to satisfy 
o<d<(u+ - 5,)/2. Since t2 is a limit point of {u,}, there exists an no such 
that U+ < u,~. Since J is compact and T is continuous on J, T is uniformly 
continuous on J. Therefore condition (ii) implies that such an no can be 
chosen so that 
Tu+ Ty,,< Tu,+; 
(4) 
for all n 2 no. 
Since u+ < u,~, either u+ <u,<u+ +6 or u+ +6<u,,. 
If u+ < u,, c u+ + 6, then unO < Tu, and hence unO < y,,. This leads to 
the conclusion that either u+ < yno < u+ + 6 or u+ + 6 < y,. 
Assume that u+ < y,,,,< u+ + 6. Then y,,,, < Tyw, which implies that 
uno g yry, < TY,,. We therefore obtain u,,,+ I - u,,~ = ctno( Ty,, - u,,,,) > 0; i.e., 
u+ <u,o<u,o+l. 
If u++6< y,, since yno< Tu,, we obtain Tu,, - 612 2 y,, - 612 2 
~++a--6/2=u++6/2. From (4) we get Ty,,>Tu,-6/2~u++6/2. 
This, in addition to the condition u+ < u% leads to the conclusion that 
U rq+1 >u+. 
For the condition u+ + 6 < Us, we use (4) to obtain u+ + 6/2 < 
U no - 612 < y,,,, which gives rise to two cases. 
Case I. u + + 612 < y,, < u + + 6. Then y,, < Ty,,, and we obtain 
U no+ I = (1 - %b,, + ano Tyno 2 uno 2 uno + LY,,~( yno - uno). 
Using (4) again and recalling the fact that u+ + 6 < u,,~, we obtain 
U ,+1~%4)-~,06/22u+ +6-q2=u+ +q2>u+. 
Case II. u+ +6< y,. Then depending on whether uno < Tu, or 
%, < ury, 3there are two possibilities. 
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If Ury, < TU,,, then U+ + 6 d un,, d y,, and applying (4) leads to 
If Tu,, < u,,,,, then u+ +6<y,,,<u,,, which leads to the inequality 
U n0+ 13 u+ + 6 > u+ if, in addition we have y,, < Ty,,. On the other hand, 
if On0 < Y,,, we obtain Ty,,,, < yn,, < u,~, which leads to unO+, - unO = 
~l,,~(Ty,~- u,J < 0; i.e., uno> u,,,+ i. Since u+ and 6 are positive real 
numbers it is possible to find a natural number n, such that unO > unO + i > 
U+ -n,d. 
Applying this same procedure successively to unO+ i, u,,,+~, etc., we can 
show that there exists a natural number k, such that u + - k,6 > <i and 
u,>u+ - k,6 for all n 2 n,. Otherwise, for any natural number k we have 
either u+ - kd < t1 or there exists an nk 2 n, such that u+ - kd 2 u,~. For 
k = 1 this implies that u+ - 6 < {i, contradicting the fact that 6 was chosen 
so as to satisfy the condition 26 < u+ - ri, and hence the condition 
6 < U+ - ci. The second case leads to the inequality U+ 2 u,,~ + ki? 2 k6 2 0 
for all k. Since u+ is finite, this implies that the sequence {kd} is bounded, 
a contradiction. Therefore there exists a k,, such that u, > u+ - k,6 > (I for 
all n > n,, which shows that t1 is not a limit point of {u,}, contradicting 
the fact that t1 = lim inf, u,. 
If there exists a up E (rl, <J such that Tu- <u-, a similar argument 
leads to the conclusion that there exists a k, E N such that up + k,6 < t2 
and u, < U- + k,6 for all n > n,. It then follows that t2 is not a limit point 
of {u;}, contradicting the fact that & = lim sup,, u,. Therefore each point 
of (<, , t2) is a fixed point of T. 
Since T is continuous, it follows from the above argument that it is 
impossible to have <i < Tl, and T12 < r2. Therefore l1 and t2 are fixed 
points of T. 
We shall now show by induction that the sequence {u,} converges to (I 
and t2. Fix EC (t2- 5,)/2. We shall first show that it converges to tl. 
Since T is uniformly continuous and 0 < t2 - 5 i, for any E > 0, there exists 
an U(E) > 0 satisfying the condition 
/TX- Tyl <E for all x, YEJ such that Ix--JJ~ -C a(s). (5) 
Take 8(e) = min{ a(s), E} > 0. The properties of lim inf and condition (ii) of 
the theorem imply that, for such B(E) > 0, there exists an n, E N such that 
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41 -d(E) < U” and 51-&E) < Yn 
u, - B(E) -c y, < 24, + b(E) for all n3n,. 
(6) 
Define A,= {noN; n>n, and u,,, y,o(<i-d(s), 5,+8(e))}. 
Since t1 = lim inf u, and, from condition (ii) of the theorem, it is clear 
that Ab is nonempty. Let n be an arbitrary element of A,. We wish to show 
that n+l~A,. 
Using (5), the definition of A,, and the fact that <i is a fixed point of T, 
it follows that 
Hence Iu~+~-u,/ < ITyn-unl ~2s. Since Tu,#u, and u,E([~-B(E), 
5,+6(s)) implies that <i-8(.s)<u,<e,, and (6) lead to ~i--8(.s)<u,+i, 
we obtain the inequality g, - 8(s) < u,+ i < u, + 2s < <i + 24 where 
5, + 2s < r2, since E satisfies the condition 2s < {I - cl. It then follows that 
~,-8(~)<u,+i<~~, since t,<u,+,<5,+2~ is impossible. Thus u,+~E 
(tl - a(e), Cl + 8(e)). For yn +, , we have from (6) that <i -8(s) < yn+ i. It 
remains to prove that y,, i <~,+8(~).Sincen+l>n~n,,itfollowsfrom 
(6) that u, + , - 8(s) < y, + 1 < u, + 1 + 6(s). Since u, + i < g, , we obtain 
cl-&E)<Y,+1 < Cl + 4~); i.e., Y,, 1 E (c, - a(~), g, + d(s)). Consequently 
n + 1 EAT and A6 is equivalent to N. Hence Iu, - <I1 <J(E) GE for all 
n 2 n,. Since this inequality is valid for any small E > 0, the sequence {u,} 
converges to <i. 
A similar argument applied to t2 leads to the fact that {un} converges 
to t2. But <i # r2 contradicts the uniqueness of the limit point. Therefore 
5i = c2, and {u,} converges. 
With p = ll = t2, it then follows as in [S, Theorem l] that Tp =p. 
For general Banach spaces we have the following weaker result. 
THEOREM 3. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach 
space, T/a continuous selfmap of K whose set offixed points, F(T) # @. Let 
{a,,}, {/I,} be real sequences satisfying the conditions 
(i) 0 <a,, /I, < 1 for all n, 
(ii) lim B, = 0, 
(iii) lim sup a, > 0. 
If (1) converges, then it converges to a fixed point of T. 
Proof: Let p be the limit point of {u, >. Since T(K) c K and K is convex 
and closed, PE K. From (2) we obtain II y, - u,J =&II Tu, - u,II. Since T is 
continuous, the sequence { Tu, - u,} converges. Condition (ii) implies 
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that lim II y, - U, 11 = lim /?, . lim 11 Tu, - U, 11 = 0, and hence lim y, = p, and 
lim Ty, = Tp. It remains to show that lim Ty, =p. 
From (2) we obtain IIu, + , - u,,II = CI,II Ty, - u,II. It then follows that 
O=limsup I[u,+~- U, /I = lim sup LX, lim sup 11 Ty, - u, II. 
Condition (iii) implies that 1imII Ty, - u,II = 0, from which we deduce that 
p is a fixed point of T. 
Remark. Theorem 1 is also extendable to Banach spaces. 
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